
Discovering your 
floral bride style
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Welcome to our Discover Your Floral Bride Style! 
Your wedding flowers aren’t just arrangements; 

they’re a reflection of your unique style, personality, 
and the love story you’re about to celebrate. 

We’ve created this quiz to help you uncover your 
perfect floral match and guide you towards the blooms 

that will make your wedding day truly unforgettable. 
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Let’s dive in and find out which 
floral bride style you are!

Q1. WHAT’S YOUR IDEAL WEDDING VENUE?

Q2. WHICH COLOUR PALETTE RESONATES WITH YOU THE MOST?

Q3. SELECT YOUR FAVOURITE NON-FLORAL WEDDING DETAIL:

 A)  Rustic farm in the countryside

 B)  Elegant bar in the city

 C)  Beautiful heritage building 

 D)  Woodland surrounded by nature’s beauty

 A)  Earthy warm tones (burnt orange and terracotta)

 B)  Classic (black and white with metallic accents)

 C)  Rich bold and bright (coral and fuchsia)

 D)  Soft and delicate (burgundy and blush)

 A)  Wooden accents

 B)  Marble detail

 C)  Antique vases

 D)  Candles 
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Q4. CHOOSE YOUR BOUQUET SHAPE:

Q5. WHICH FLOWER IS A MUST-HAVE IN YOUR ARRANGEMENTS?

Q6. WHICH FLORAL ARRANGEMENT RESONATES WITH YOU THE MOST?

 A)  Loose and wild with plenty of greenery

 B)  Simple with clean lines

 C)  Sculptural and asymmetrical

 D)  Cascading with flowing ribbons

 A)  Natives

 B)  Orchids

 C)  Peonies

 D)  Roses

 A)  Wildflower Bouquet

 B)  Contemporary Linear Arrangement

 C)  Dramatic Installation

 D)  Cascading Greenery
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# of A’s:

# of B’s:

# of C’s:

# of D’s:

Q7. WHICH DESCRIPTION SPEAKS TO YOU THE MOST?

Q8. WHAT’S YOUR GO-TO FRAGRANCE?

TALLY YOUR RESULTS

 A)  A rustic, outdoor wedding, blending country 
charm and romance

 B)  A minimalist wedding, sophisticated, sleek, chic 
and modern

 C)  A dark and dramatic wedding, exposed brick 
walls, metal beams, moody wonderland 

 D)  A fairytale wedding, magical, mossy paths, aged 
tree bark, dappled sunlight

 A)  Fresh and earthy like rosemary

 B)  Classic roses and lilies

 C)  Warm and spicy notes like cinnamon

 D)  Sweet and fruity 
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What to Do with  
Your Floral Style Results?

Once you’ve completed the quiz, you’ll discover 
your unique floral style. This is more than just a fun 

insight; it’s a valuable tool providing clear vision 
when working with your florist. Your floral style will 

come with descriptive key words that capture 
the feeling you envision for your special day. 

For instance, if your floral style is “Rustic Romantic”, 
your key words include wild and free-flowing floral 

designs and rustic colour palette, which you can share 
with your florist. These will help guide them in creating 
arrangements that match your style and preferences. 

So, after you’ve unlocked your floral style, take it along 
when you meet with your florist. You’ll be amazed at 
how these insights can streamline the process and 
ensure your wedding blooms align with your vision!
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(MOSTLY A’S)

A Rustic Romantic 

DESCRIPTIVE KEY WORDS TO GIVE YOUR FLORIST: 

Native Flowers, Wild And Free-Flowing Floral Designs, 
Rustic Colour Palette, Organic And Textured Elements.

Your Floral 

Bride Style 

Revealed! 

Your Floral Bride Style is all about embracing the beauty of 
nature and creating a romantic, rustic ambiance. Native 

flowers, wild and free-flowing floral designs, and a rustic colour 
palette are the cornerstones of your style. Think of it as a 

celebration of the great outdoors, where elegance meets the 
wilderness. The arrangements you envision are organic and 
filled with textured elements. Other terms that capture this 

style include “boho chic” and “natural charm.” So, when you’re 
discussing your floral vision with your florist, remember to use 

these key words to help them bring your dream wedding to life.
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Your Floral 

Bride Style 

Revealed! 

MOSTLY B’S

Modern Minimalist

DESCRIPTIVE KEY WORDS TO GIVE YOUR FLORIST

Modern, Minimalist Floral Designs, Grouped Floral Designs, 
Neutral Colour Palette, Textured Styling Elements.

You prefer clean lines and minimalist arrangements with a touch 
of sophistication. Your wedding vision is a testament to the 

beauty of simplicity and modernity. Your Floral Bride Style is all 
about embracing sleek designs, and a less-is-more approach. 

This style works best in the elegance of restraint, a neutral 
colour palette and minimalist arrangements that make a bold 

statement through their simplicity. Grouped floral arrangements 
with textured styling elements also work well. When you 

connect with your florist, be sure to use key terms like “clean 
and chic,” “elegant”, and “modern” to express your vision. 
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Your Floral 

Bride Style 

Revealed! 

MOSTLY C’S

Moody Elegance

DESCRIPTIVE KEY WORDS TO GIVE YOUR FLORIST

Deep, Rich Colours, Luxurious Textures, Dramatic 
Blooms, Candlelit Ambiance, Mysterious, Opulent.

Your Floral Bride Style is all about embracing the 
mysterious allure of deep, rich hues and luxurious textures. 

Imagine opulent burgundies, midnight blues, and 
velvety purples, set against the soft glow of candlelight. 

This style, known as ‘Moody Elegance,’ marries the 
dramatic and the refined, resulting in a wedding 

atmosphere that’s both enigmatic and sophisticated. 
When communicating your floral vision with your florist, 
use descriptive key words like “dramatic blooms” and 
‘luxurious textures’ to capture the essence of this style. 
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Your Floral 

Bride Style 

Revealed! 

MOSTLY D’S

Fairie Fantasy

DESCRIPTIVE KEY WORDS TO GIVE YOUR FLORIST

Enchanted woodland, magical, fairytale, cascading and 
lush floral designs, blush and burgundy colour palette.

Your Floral Bride Style is fairytale meets the woods. 
You’re enchanted by the beauty of the forest and 
blooms that conjure the magic of an enchanted 
woodland. This style is also often referred to as 

“woodland whimsy”. The arrangements you 
envision are cascading and lush, typically in tones 

of blush and burgundy. When discussing with 
your florist, use phrases like these to describe your 
vision, which is all about crafting an enchanting 
fairytale atmosphere throughout your wedding.



Discovering your floral bride style 
is the first step to creating the 

wedding of your dreams. Reach 
out to us, and let’s chat about how 

we can bring your vision to life!
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